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---------------------------------------------------------------------***---------------------------------------------------------------------education, and the treatment of pervasive
Abstract - Understanding the behaviour of people or a
developmental disabilities (e.g., autism).
particular user using his comments or tweets in
various social media is an advancement of the
1.2 Sentiment Analysis
Sentiment Analysis. Sentiment Analysis or Opinion
Mining is used to understand the overall sentiments
Sentiment Analysis is the process of analyzing the
present in the data collected from various social media.
sentiments and emotions of various people in various
The people have more exposure to the outside world
situations. It aims at a user’s attitude toward various
due to the existence of the Internet and Various Social
situations by investigating and extracting texts which
Medias like Twitter, Facebook, Instagram etc. where
involve the user’s opinion, sentiments etc.[2]
they will be sharing their thoughts. Cheap and fast
Nowadays, it's an emerging trend because a lot of
communication has made social media more valuable
organizations or institutions following this procedure
among the public. Social Media data can be used for
to understand the views and opinions of various
various Scientiﬁc and commercial applications. The
people. For example, the usage of a particular product
combination of Sentiment Analysis and Behavior
can be analyzed by the way people respond to it[1].
Analysis made the extraction of needed or useful data
Various classiﬁcation algorithms can be used to classify
more easy and simple for various applications which
the data or reviews posted by various users in a social
include Character analyzing, Depression Testing etc.
media say, Twitter. Various Natural Language
Moreover, the behaviour analysis will be done based on
processing tools will be used to process the data
the text and emoticon sentiment score obtained during
extracted from social media.
the analysis. This paper describes the User Behavior
Analysis on the Social Media Data using Sentiment
1.2 Historical Analysis
Analysis.
Historical analysis is the method of examination of
evidence to understand the past. It usually found in the
evidence contained in documents. It mostly contains
the data generated either manually or automatically
within an enterprise. Press releases, log ﬁles, ﬁnancial
reports, project and product documentation, email and
other communication are the sources of historical
analysis. The main disadvantages of this analysis are
that it cannot be retained for a longer period of time
and historical Data need more storage space.

Key Words: Behaviour Analysis, Sentiment Analysis,
Data Pre-processing, Natural Language Processing,
Feature Extraction, Classiﬁcation, Emoticons, Emojis
1. INTRODUCTION
1.1 Behavior Analysis
Behaviour analysis[21],[24] is the science that helps to
understand the behaviour of individuals. It studies how
biological, pharmacological, and experiential factors
inﬂuence the behaviour of humans. Behaviour is
something that individuals do, behaviour analysts have
a special emphasis on studying factors that reliably
inﬂuence the behaviour of individuals. This is the
science which has made discoveries that have proven
useful in addressing socially important behaviour such
as drug taking, healthy eating, workplace safety,
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2.1 Classiﬁcation Algorithms
In Sentiment Analysis, the classiﬁcation of the
sentiments or words are required to identify the user
behaviour or to perform the Multiclass Classiﬁcation.
There are several algorithms[19] which can be used to
perform the classiﬁcation which includes Naive Bayes,
K-NN, Random Forest, Support Vector Machine etc.
Decision Tree: Used for splitting the data into smaller
classes. Here, each level represents the decision and all
nodes and leaves consists of a class of data. There are
various types of variables accepted by decision trees:
Nominal (categorical and non-ordered), ordinal
(categorical and ordered) and interval values (ordered
values that can be averaged). Categorical means that
they consist of discrete categories with no inherent
value that could be computed upon. Ordered variables
follow an ordering. A key ingredient in decision trees
has pure sets: sets that do not need to be split further.
In other sets, it is uncertainty[32]. Vasile Paul
Bresfelean(2007), analyzed and predicted Student’s
Behavior Using Decision Trees in Weka Environment.

Fig 1 : Overall Approach
Hashtags can be used to extract the data from the
various Social Media using the keyword Matching
process where the data matching with the hashtags will
be extracted, for example, #twitter. Since the maximum
word count of data which can be posted online ie
tweets is 140. After, the extraction of data, various preprocessing[3] steps which include removal of URL’s,
Special symbols, Full stops, Stop words etc. will be
done where the invalid or not useful data will be
removed. Various Natural Language tools or packages
are called for this particular procedure.

K-means: Input to the algorithm consists of k, the
number of clusters to be constructed[33]. Choose k
cluster centres to coincide with k, randomly selected
patterns inside the hypervolume containing the pattern
set. Assign each pattern to the closest cluster centres.
Recompute the cluster canters using the current cluster
memberships. Liming Xue et all(2015), analyzed user
behaviour using the K-means algorithm.

Various features include Sentiment features, Unigram
features, Sarcastic features, Semantic features etc will
be extracted from the tweets or data from the social
media using algorithms like Term Frequency, Bag of
Words, N-grams etc. The polarity or the score will be
calculated based on the extracted features available in
a particular tweet. After ﬁnding the score, various
classiﬁcation algorithms like Naive Bayes, K-NN,
Random Forest etc. will be used to classify the tweets
based in the various class or sentiments then the
accuracy of each class will be calculated.[17][18]

Association Rules: Used for discovering interesting
relations between variables in large databases[31]. It is
used to identify strong rules discovered in databases
using some measures of interest. This rule-based
approach also generates new rules as it analyzes more
data. The ultimate goal is to help a machine mimic the
human brain’s feature extraction and abstract
association capabilities from new uncategorized data.
R. Geetharamani et all(2015), predicted users webpage
access behaviour using association rule mining.

2. PRELIMINARY REVIEW

Neural Networks: Neural Networks[16],[20],[27]-[30]
have the ability to derive meaning from complicated or
imprecise data. It can also be used to extract patterns
and detect trends that are too complex to be noticed by
either humans or other computer techniques. A trained
neural network can be thought of as an expert in the
category of information it has been given to analyse.
The advantages include: They have the ability to learn

Based on the previous researches, most of them have
taken place in the Binary and Ternary Classiﬁcation of
the texts. This review can be categorized mostly by:
– The Classiﬁcation Algorithms used.
– The Features used.
– Emoticons and Emojis
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to do tasks based on the data given for training or
initial experience, It can create its own organisation or
representation of the information it receives during
learning time, The computations may be carried out in
parallel and special hardware devices are being
designed and manufactured, Partial destruction of a
network leads to the corresponding degradation of
performance etc. Zheng Ruijuan et all(2016), stated
that Neural Networks can be used to analyze and
predict abnormal user behaviour.

3. OUTCOME OF SURVEY
The Sentiments of people under certain circumstances
can be identiﬁed using the data collected from social
media, say twitter here. Three types of Classiﬁcations
can be observed: Binary, Ternary and MultiClass
Classiﬁcation. The sentiments will be calculated into
Positive and Negative in Binary Classiﬁcation whereas
in Ternary Classiﬁcation, a new addition of class called
Neutral, where the sentiments other than Positive and
Negative will be classiﬁed. Mostly, less accuracy can be
observed. Also, emoticons can also be a part of the text
where it can be used to identify various sentiments.
The classiﬁcations are done by various classiﬁcation
algorithms like Neural Networks, Association Rules, KNN, K Means, Naive Bayes, Random Forest, Decision
Tree, Support Vector Machine etc. using the features
and patterns collected or from the sentiments collected
from the data. Accuracy, Prediction, Recall and FMeasure are the 4 performance indicators used to
calculate the eﬃciency of various classiﬁcation
algorithms.

2.2 Features
The Features[4]-[13] that are extracted during the
feature extraction procedure which may include
Sentiment Features, Unigram Features, Punctuation
Features, Sarcastic Features, Syntactic and Stylistic
Features, Top Words, Semantic Features, Pattern
related Features, Hate Speech Features etc. The
Sentiments can be calculated using the extracted
features collected from the dataset based on the
sentiment polarity.
2.3 Emoticons and Emojis

More precise and accurate classiﬁcation or
identiﬁcation of user behaviour can be processed or
obtained using Neural Network Algorithm in Spark
Architecture since Spark is used for fast processing of
data since it has an In-memory database to handle and
process data.

Sentiment analysis can also be calculated using the
analysis of Emoticons[14],[22]. The emoticons too have
exact textual meaning where the sentiment analysis
can be done based on these textual meaning. These
data will be downloaded from various social
media[15][23],[25],[26] and the emoticons can be
processed as the same way of the texts. Moreover, the
emojis will also be considered as emoticons where the
emoticons and emojis will be classiﬁed during the
process based on the sentiment polarities.

4. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
Behavior analysis is a modiﬁcation of the already
existing Sentiment Analysis where the behaviour of a
particular user will be ﬁnd out or understand using
various tweets or data posted by a user in various
social media. Here, the data will be analyzed to
understand the sentiments or emotions of a particular
user. After all the pre-processing and feature extraction
steps, the sentiments or features will be classiﬁed
based on various classiﬁcation algorithms. In
Sentiment Analysis procedure, the data of a particular
user will be classiﬁed into various sentiment classes
like Positive, Negative, Neutral etc. After the Sentiment
analysis, the user data will be analyzed using the
behaviour analysis procedure based on the ﬁelds or
area of his/her interest.

Table -1: Comparison of user behavior analysis model,
Source*: Mimi Zhang et all(2015)
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